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Mailbox-Based 
Scheme for 
Mobile Agent
Communications

M
obile agent technology has great poten-
tial for use in networking and distrib-
uted systems. Its applications range
from telecommunications, e-commerce,
and information searching to process

coordination, mobile computing, and network
management.1 Mobile agents are autonomous
objects or object clusters that move between loca-
tions in a mobile agent system—a distributed
abstraction layer that provides the concepts and
mechanisms for mobility and communication.2,3

Communication protocols are among the most
important mechanisms in mobile agent systems.4 In
various situations, mobile agents at different hosts
must cooperate with one another by sharing infor-
mation and making decisions collectively.5 To
ensure effective interagent communication, these
protocols must track target agent locations and
deliver messages reliably.

In recent years, as the “Mobile Agent Tracking
and Message Delivery Protocols” sidebar describes,
researchers have proposed a wide range of schemes
for agent tracking and reliable message delivery.
However, each scheme has it own assumptions,
design goals, and methodology. Protocol require-
ments with respect to different classes of applica-
tions are not well understood. As a result, no
uniform or structured methods exist for character-
izing current protocols, making it difficult to eval-

uate their relative effectiveness and performance.
In response to this problem, we propose a mail-

box-based scheme for designing mobile agent com-
munication protocols. This scheme assigns each
agent a mailbox to buffer messages but decouples
the agent and mailbox to allow them to reside at
different hosts and migrate separately. 

On the basis of the scheme’s design space, we
have developed a three-dimensional model that cap-
tures the main features of any communication pro-
tocol. This model provides a basis for evaluating
various existing mobile agent communication pro-
tocols and for helping users design a flexible, adap-
tive protocol they can customize to meet specific
application requirements.

PROTOCOL REQUIREMENTS
Communication protocols for mobile agents

require location transparency, reliability, efficiency,
asynchrony, and adaptability.

Location transparency
Because mobile agents can move autonomously

from host to host, they cannot reliably “know” the
locations of their communication peer. Therefore, a
practical communication protocol must keep track
of agent locations, allowing each agent to send mes-
sages to its peers without knowing where they phys-
ically reside.

The authors present a flexible and adaptive scheme that associates each
mobile agent with a mailbox but lets them decouple. Their 3D model
provides a basis for evaluating existing communication protocols and
allows for the design of new ones to meet various application
requirements.
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Researchers have recently proposed
many mobile agent tracking protocols in
different contexts ranging from mobile
and wireless communications to wide-
area distributed systems.1 These proto-
cols use various approaches that typically
rely on some combination of a home
server, forwarding pointers, broadcasts,
and a hierarchical location directory. 

Home server
Several mechanisms use a location

server to keep track of a mobile object’s
current location. For example, the mobile
Internet protocol uses a home server to
route IP packets. A mobile host registers
its care-of-address with its home host
every time it moves. The home server
directs all IP packets to the home host,
which forwards them to the mobile one. 

Mobile agent systems also use the
home-server protocol as proposed in
the Object Management Group’s
Mobile Agent System Interoperability
Facility.2 The protocol is simple to
implement. Locating a mobile object
incurs little communication overhead,
but updating the locations and deliv-
ering messages incurs large costs. 

To avoid a triangular routing prob-
lem, some researchers have proposed
cache-based strategies.3 The Internet
mobile host protocol forwards packets
along pointers left by the mobile host if
a cache miss occurs.4 However, these
low-level protocols do not handle mes-
sage loss due to host mobility.

Forwarding pointers
In some tracking mechanisms,5 each

host on a mobile agent’s migration path
keeps a forwarding pointer to the next
host on the path. Each sender knows the
target agent’s home. Messages are sent to
the agent’s home and forwarded to the
target object along the forwarding point-
ers. A path compression technique
reduces message hops. After routing a
message to the target object, the system
sends an Update_Entry message back
along the chain and updates forwarding
pointers in the chain’s nodes.

Other approaches
Many tracking protocols use broadcast

and hierarchical approaches to imple-

ment distributed location management. 
In a broadcast approach, the message

sender broadcasts both location queries
and pending messages to all system hosts. 

However, simple broadcasts cannot
avoid message loss that object mobility
causes. A snapshot broadcast strategy6

could be used to guarantee reliable mes-
sage delivery to highly mobile agents as
well as for group communications, but the
large overhead makes broadcasts imprac-
tical in large-scale networks.

In the hierarchical approach,7,8 a hier-
archy of servers forms a location directory.
The location database at each level con-
tains location information for objects at
levels below it. The hierarchy is usually
tree-structured, with a leaf containing
entries for all mobile objects in the corre-
sponding unit zone. An internal node
maintains data about mobile objects reg-
istered in its subtree’s set of zones. For each
object, the information is either a pointer
to an entry at a lower-level location server
or the object’s actual current position. 

Adaptive location management
A proposed update strategy for per-

sonal communication services optimizes
location management cost on a per-user
basis.9 Each mobile user has an update
strategy based on a unique mobility
model and call arrival pattern, consisting
of a set of binary decision variables—to
update or not—for all areas. Users who
enter a new location area can choose
whether to update this information.

Different mobility patterns have
prompted other update strategies based on
timers, movement, distance, and state.10

Message delivery
Resending-based protocols11 guarantee

reliable message delivery to mobile agents.
Using sliding-window mechanisms similar
to those in the Internet transmission-
control protocol, the sender can detect the
loss of a message and resend it. After sev-
eral resendings, the sender contacts the
location manager and delivers the message
to the receiver’s new address. For highly
mobile agents, there is no upper limit to
the number of message resendings. Imple-
menting reliable message delivery, how-
ever, requires synchronizing the message-
passing operation with agent migration. 
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Reliability
The asynchronous message passing and agent

migration in mobile agent systems can result in
message loss. Even an ideal fault-free transport
mechanism cannot guarantee the delivery of mes-
sages to their destination agents. A practical pro-
tocol, however, must ensure that all messages are
routed to the target agent, no matter how fre-
quently it migrates, in a bounded number of hops. 

Efficiency
Protocol costs include the number of messages

sent, their size, and the distance traveled. An effi-
cient protocol minimizes these costs while support-
ing two operations: agent migrations to new sites
and message delivery, which includes first locating
the target agent. However, minimizing the costs of
these operations leads to conflicting requirements. 

Consider the tradeoff between a full-information
strategy in which every site in the network main-
tains complete up-to-date information about every
agent’s location, and a no-information strategy that
does not update agent migration information.6

Delivery is inexpensive with the former approach,
but updating location information at every site
makes migration expensive. With the latter strat-
egy, on the other hand, migration costs nothing,
but delivery requires searching the entire network. 

Any protocol must balance these costs either gen-
erally or within some specific communication and
migration pattern.

Asynchrony
Although a communication protocol should coor-

dinate message forwarding with agent migration to
guarantee reliable message delivery, it should not
overly constrain agent mobility by frequent and
tight synchronization. Agents should be able to
freely migrate to other hosts whenever necessary. 

In addition, the agent’s autonomous and asyn-
chronous execution should not rely heavily on the
agent’s home to locate and deliver every message to
them. Agents should be independent of the process

that created them, and the home site should be able
to disconnect from an agent as soon as it migrates.

To retain the advantages of asynchrony in mobile
agent systems, any communication protocol must
address asynchronous requirements in both agent
migration and execution.

Adaptability
Different applications often have their own

requirements. Some, for example, favor asynchrony,
while reliability is more important in others. Various
interagent communication and agent migration pat-
terns also may have unique implications on migra-
tion and delivery strategies. Protocols can be
designed for specific applications to achieve optimal
performance, but an adaptive protocol that can suit
as many kinds of applications as possible in a gen-
eral-purpose mobile agent system is more desirable.

MAILBOX-BASED SCHEME 
In our scheme, each mobile agent has a mailbox

that buffers the messages sent to it. As Figure 1a
shows, an agent can direct a message to another
agent’s mailbox, and the receiving agent uses a push
or pull operation to obtain the message from the
mailbox. 

Although logically part of the agent, the mailbox
can be detached from its owner—the agent can
leave the mailbox at one host as it migrates to a
new one. Interagent communication thus consists
of two distinct steps: 

• transmission of a message from the sender to
the receiver’s mailbox, and 

• delivery of the message from the mailbox to its
owner agent. 

Mailboxes are mobile objects, but because they
are not autonomous, they cannot determine their
migration path. Any existing message delivery strat-
egy will satisfy the first step, but because mailboxes
migrate at a much lower frequency than their asso-
ciated agents, any protocol design must include a
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Figure 1. Mailbox-
based scheme. (a)
An agent sends a
message to another
agent’s mailbox (1),
from which the
receiver later
obtains it via either
a (2) push or (3) pull
operation. (b) A
mobile agent’s mail-
box migrates at a
lower frequency
than the agent
itself. 
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parameter for when to move the mailboxes. 
Figure 1b shows an agent migrating sequentially

from host h1 to h5 but taking its mailbox only while
moving to h1, h3, and h5. By definition, the set of
hosts on the mailbox’s migration path is a subset
of the hosts on the mailbox owner’s migration path.
The mobile agent’s home is the first host on the
migration paths of both the agent and its mailbox.

Because it is rare for two mobile agents roaming
the Internet to use synchronous communication,
we assume that mobile agent communication is
largely asynchronous. The Internet’s lengthy and
unpredictable message delays, which can easily last
several seconds, likewise prohibit frequent use of
synchronous communication in a mobile agent
application. 

Our scheme is built on top of a reliable network
communication layer, which guarantees that mes-
sages will not be lost during transmission and will
be delivered between hosts. 

DESIGN OPTIONS
To meet an application’s specific requirements,

our scheme offers choices in three aspects of pro-
tocol design: mailbox migration frequency, mail-
box-to-agent message delivery, and synchronization
of message forwarding with object migration.

Mailbox migration frequency
The number of mailbox migrations during a

mobile agent’s life cycle, along with the times when
the migrations occur, can vary.  

No migration (NM). A mobile agent can move alone,
leaving its mailbox at home during the agent’s life
cycle. All messages are sent to the home, and the
agent uses a mailbox-to-agent delivery mode to
obtain messages. Tracking the mailbox carries no
cost, but the agent’s home must forward all mes-
sages. This triangular routing7 increases the com-
munication overhead for message delivery.

Full migration (FM). As part of the mobile agent’s
data, the mailbox continuously migrates with the
agent. Although the cost of message delivery
between mailbox and agent is zero, tracking the
mailbox is difficult. Frequent agent-mailbox
migration necessitates a tradeoff between message
loss and the cost of guaranteeing message delivery.

Jump migration (JM). A mobile agent can determine
dynamically whether to take its mailbox before
each migration. In making the decision, the agent
may consider the number of messages it will
receive at its target host, the distance between the
target host and the host where its mailbox cur-
rently resides, and other factors. 

An agent that seldom receives messages at
its target host doesn’t need to take its mailbox
to the new host. However, if an agent expects
to receive messages frequently and its target
host is far from the host where its mailbox
currently resides, fetching messages from the
remote mailbox will be expensive. In this
case, the agent should migrate with its mail-
box to the target host. 

In JM mode, a protocol can work more
flexibly when based on a decision suited to
particular agent migration and interagent
communication patterns, reducing the cost
of both tracking and delivery operations.

Mailbox-to-agent message delivery
Messages destined to an agent are all sent to the

agent’s mailbox, and the agent later receives the
messages by either a push or pull operation.

Push (PS). The mailbox keeps its owner agent’s
address and forwards every message to it.
Although message queries incur no costs, the agent
must notify the mailbox of its current location
after every migration. If the agent migrates fre-
quently but communicates with other agents at
only a few hosts on the migration path, most mes-
sage delivery location registration messages would
be superfluous and introduce a significant migra-
tion overhead. PS mode is needed if real-time mes-
sage delivery is required.

Pull (PL). The mobile agent retrieves messages
from its mailbox’s address whenever needed. The
mailbox doesn’t need to know the agent’s current
location, thus avoiding location registration, but
the agent must query its mailbox for messages.
Polling messages would increase message delivery
overhead. 

Migration-delivery synchronization
Our scheme lets users determine whether they

need reliable message delivery. If users require high
reliability, they can overcome message loss by 

• synchronizing the host’s message forwarding
and the mailbox’s migration (SHM), 

• synchronizing the mailbox’s message for-
warding and the agent’s migration (SMA), or 

• both, known as full synchronization (FS). 

NS denotes the extreme case of no synchronization
performed. 

Figure 2 shows how synchronization occurs
between the message-forwarding object (mobile
agent server or mailbox) and the moving object
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(mailbox or mobile agent). Before migrating, the
moving object sends Deregister messages to all
objects that might forward messages to it and waits
for ACK messages from each forwarding object,
which contains the number of messages to be for-
warded. Once the messages arrive, the moving object
continues on its path. After migration, the moving
object informs all message-forwarding objects of its
arrival by sending them Register messages. 

3D DESIGN MODEL
These three design options generate a three-

dimensional design space. As Figure 3 shows, each
option represents one orthogonal dimension with

a constraint spectrum. Because the three dimen-
sions are independent of one another, designers can
combine properties from different dimensions in
various ways. The full range of properties for a
given application can thus vary greatly. 

Combining parameters from all three dimensions
yields a taxonomy of mobile agent communication
protocols. A string of the format XX-YY-ZZ
expresses a protocol in which XX represents mail-
box migration frequency (NM, JM, or FM), YY
stands for mailbox-to-agent message delivery (PL or
PS), and ZZ symbolizes synchronization (NS, SHM,
SMA, or FS). A protocol’s overall configuration has
a special value for each of the three parameters. Most
combinations have plausible applications. 

Table 1 shows the different protocols derived
from our mailbox-based scheme, with the descrip-
tion of their location registration modes and
whether they can satisfy the required reliability. An
asterisk denotes that multiple values are applicable.

Home-server protocols
All NM-mode protocols adopt a home-server

approach. In this case, the agent’s home acts as the
message-forwarding server.

NM-PS-NS is identical to mobile IP.7 The agent
registers its current location with its mailbox resid-
ing at its home. Messages are sent to the mailbox,
which pushes them to its owner agent. This proto-
col does not guarantee message delivery: If the
agent migrates during message forwarding, the
message will be lost.

Reliable message delivery requires synchronizing
agent migration and message forwarding from the
mailbox. This results in NM-PS-SMA, a synchro-
nized version of mobile IP. In NM-PL-NS, the agent
pulls messages from its mailbox, ensuring message
delivery without using synchronization.

Home-server protocols are simple and work well
for small-to-medium systems with relatively few
agents. However, triangular routing increases com-
munication overhead, especially when agents are
widely distributed. In a system with numerous
agents and frequent interagent communication, the
home may become a performance bottleneck and
a single point of failure. Further, mobile agent
dependence on the home as a message-forwarding
server constrains asynchronous execution.

Forwarding-pointer-based protocols
In FM-*-NS, each host on the mailbox migration

path keeps a forwarding pointer to the successive
host. The sender caches the target mailbox’s previ-
ously obtained location; if the cache has no such

Moving

Register

ACK messages
due to arrive

Deregister

Waiting

Stationary

Figure 2. State switching of a mobile object. During synchronization, the commu-
nication protocol can forward messages to the mobile object in either a station-
ary or waiting state, but it must block messages when the object is moving.

NM
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JM
(Jump)

FM
(Full)

x Migration frequency

y Delivery

PS (Push)

PL (Pull)

z Synchronization

NS (No)

SHM (SMA)

FS (Full)

Figure 3. Three-dimensional design space. Each axis represents one design
aspect and contains a range of properties that designers can combine with prop-
erties from other dimensions in various ways. 

Table 1. Parameter combinations and corresponding protocols.

Protocol Location registration Reliability  

NM-PS-NS Yes (agent ➔ mailbox) No  
NM-PS-SMA Yes (agent ➔ mailbox) Yes  
NM-PL-NS No Yes  
FM-*-NS No No  
JM-PL-NS No No  
JM-PS-NS Yes (agent ➔ mailbox) No  
FM-*-SHM Yes (mailbox ➔ host) Yes  
JM-PL-SHM Yes (mailbox ➔ host) Yes  
JM-PS-FS Yes (agent ➔ mailbox, mailbox ➔ host) Yes
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address, the sender uses the target agent’s home as
the mailbox’s cached address. Messages are sent to
the cached address directly; if a cache miss occurs,
the messages are forwarded along the pointers. 

When the mailbox receives the message and dis-
covers that the sender has outdated knowledge of
its address, the mailbox notifies the sender of its
current location, and the sender updates the cached
address. Because the mailbox is bound with its
owner agent in the FM mode, no remote interac-
tion occurs between the mailbox and agent.

JM-PL-NS and JM-PS-NS are similar to FM-*-
NS except that the mailbox migrates in JM mode,
which is a kind of path compression technique.
When the agent and its mailbox are at different
hosts, the agent uses the pull and push operations
to get messages from its mailbox.

The forwarding-pointer scheme has no location
update cost. Because the sender delivers messages to
the target agent’s cached address, the agent’s home
workload is smaller. Even if the cache is outdated,
messages can be routed to the target agent along the
path. If one host on the migration path fails, how-
ever, the target agent is no longer reachable. More
importantly, this protocol cannot guarantee message
delivery because a message can keep chasing the tar-
get agent if the agent migrates frequently.

The FM-*-NS protocol’s multihop path could
degrade communication performance significantly.
In contrast, an agent’s mailbox migrates less fre-
quently in JM-PL-NS and JM-PS-NS, thus shorten-
ing the message-forwarding path and reducing the
communication overhead. The chasing problem is
also less likely to occur in these two protocols.

Distributed-registration-based protocols
The last three protocols shown in Table 1 use

synchronization to guarantee reliable message
delivery. Before migrating, the mailbox informs all
hosts on its migration path and waits for ACKmes-
sages from them. After arriving at the target host,
the mailbox registers its new address with hosts on
its migration path.

The sender sends messages to the cached mail-
box address—say, hk. If the mailbox has moved, hk

forwards the messages to the mailbox’s current
address and notifies the sender of the new address.
This protocol is similar to NM-PS-SMA, but it dis-
tributes the agent home’s role to all hosts on the
migration path. It can also be regarded as a for-
warding-pointer protocol with migration-based
path compression—the agent updates all pointers
on its migration path after one or several migra-
tions.

If an agent migrates frequently, synchro-
nization and location registration would make
FM-*-SHM prohibitively expensive. How-
ever, if the mailbox migrates in JM mode, both
the mailbox registration times and the num-
ber of hosts on its migration path decrease. 

In JM-PL-SHM, the agent uses the pull
operation to obtain messages from its mail-
box. To guarantee message delivery, the pro-
tocol must synchronize host message
forwarding and mailbox migration. In JM-
PS-FS, the mailbox pushes each incoming
message to its owner agent, so the protocol
must also synchronize message pushing from the
mailbox and the owner agent’s migration. For this
reason, the protocol uses full synchronization.

In a recent analysis of JM-PL-SHM,8 we found
synchronization to be quite effective. Messages are
forwarded at most once to reach the receiver’s mail-
box, and no chasing problem exists. By properly
determining the mailbox’s migration frequency,
designers could create a protocol that reduces both
migration and delivery costs.

O ur proposed scheme offers only a guideline
for designing and classifying mobile agent
communication protocols. The 3D model is

open to further detail along each dimension to sup-
port uniform definitions of the protocol terms,
assumptions, and properties. Our future work will
address the design of adaptive communication pro-
tocols, moving beyond static combinations of the
three design options and giving application pro-
grammers the dynamic capabilities to customize
protocols at runtime. �
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